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Perceiving oneself to be a victim is ubiquitous in American politics. As Horwitz (2018)

remarks, “The victim has become among the most important identity positions in American

politics” (553). This is no accident. Victimhood is a central theme of modern political

messaging. For instance, a Republican strategist observed, “At a Trump rally, central to

the show is the idea of shared victimization...Trump revels in it, has consistently portrayed

himself as a victim of the media and of his political opponents...” (in Rucker 2019). However,

if you consider Trump’s demographic characteristics (white and male) and his successes (in

terms of wealth and being president), he is not a victim by any serious societal standard.

While Trump’s supporters may, to varying degrees, be victims of certain social and political

circumstances, the rallies at which the president is reveling in their shared victimhood are

direct consequences of at least their recent political successes.

This narrative of victimization transcends Trump and other political elites. Regular

Americans have broadly been considered, or considered themselves to be, victims – of China

(Erickson 2018), immigrants (Politi 2015), income inequality (Ye Hee Lee 2015), and much

more. It is in the interest of political candidates to cue victimhood, to make their potential

supporters feel as though they have been wronged and that she is the best candidate to

rectify things. If would-be constituents can be made to feel victimized, regardless of any

“truth” of the matter, it may also be possible to demonstrate the relevance of such feelings

to immediate political choices, such as voting or issue positions.

We demonstrate that a general sense of victimhood is an important ingredient of var-

ious political attitudes, beliefs, and orientations. Specifically, we investigate two manifesta-

tions of perceived victimhood – egocentric (i.e., “I am the victim because I deserve more than

I get”) and systemic (i.e., “I am the victim because the system is rigged against me”). Much

of the existing research on victimhood operates in the critical tradition (e.g., Horwitz 2018),

or the concept is measured only very narrowly.1 We opt for a more general, flexible approach

1For example, using specific vignettes (Ok et al. 2020) or assessing levels of co-victimization with a
political prisoner (Guiler 2020). Gabay et al. (2020) measure interpersonal victimhood as a construction of
other personality traits.
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that allows us to record feelings of abstract victimization. Using nationally-representative

survey data, we estimate and validate measures of both expressions of perceived victimhood.

We find that these measures of victimhood are largely unrelated to political predispositions or

sociodemographic characteristics. They are, however, related to, but both conceptually and

empirically distinct from, various views of government (e.g., perceived corruption, efficacy,

trust), of society and the world (e.g., system justification, conspiratorial thinking, relative

deprivation), and personality traits (e.g., agreeableness, emotional stability, collective and

trait narcissism, and entitlement). These relationships (or the lack thereof) suggest that

perceived victimhood is neither a mere reflection of “true” victim status or previously iden-

tified personality traits, nor a post hoc justification for maintaining the status quo. Instead,

it cuts across the social and political hierarchy.

More specifically, systemic and egocentric victimhood are also related to 2016 vote

choice and candidate support. Those exhibiting higher levels of egocentric victimhood are

more likely to have voted for, and continue to support, Donald Trump. However, those who

exhibit systemic victimhood are less supportive and were less likely to vote for Trump in

2016. Perceived victimhood also relates to attitudes about a host of racial policies and racial

resentment, reflecting the belief that others benefit disproportionately or unjustly at the

victim’s expense. Finally, using an experiment with two different types of treatments, we

find that both manifestations of victimhood are manipulable, including by elite messages.

The sum of our evidence indicates that feelings of victimhood exist in the mass public, can

be mobilized by political elites, and can potentially influence support for specific policies and

candidates.

Victimhood as Perception

Generally speaking, victimhood can come in three forms: (1) legal (experiencing

some criminal injustice), (2) socio-cultural (a group being systematically mistreated), and
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(3) self-defined (Druliolle and Brett 2018). In politics, each of these types of victims exist.

Individuals have been the victims of crime. Society has mistreated certain groups. And, as

the quote regarding President Trump’s use of victimization highlights, there are many who

feel as though they have been victimized (even among those ostensibly not victimized by

the political system). The self-defined victim, the focus of our study, is anybody who feels

that they are a victim.

Self-defined victimhood is a psychological state whereby, regardless of the etiology of

the feeling or the “truth” of the matter, one who perceives herself to be a victim is a victim

(see Bayley 1991; Garkawe 2004). The perception of being wronged is victimhood (Zitek

et al. 2010). We are not concerned with the “truth” of one’s victimhood.2 As such, concepts

like intent to harm or genuine unfairness do not bear on self-defined victimhood. One must

merely think of oneself in such terms, or behave in such a way, to “be” a victim (Jacoby

2015).

The consequences of self-defined victimhood should manifest regardless of genuine

victimization. Indeed, all manner of political evaluations and attitudes are impacted by sub-

jective assessments that frequently have no basis in reality. For instance, one’s subjective

perception of her ideological similarity to the U.S. Supreme Court influences support for the

institution more so than actual ideological similarity (Bartels and Johnston 2013). A large

swath of Americans agree on political issues, but individuals perceive wide gulfs between

opposing groups on these issues (Levendusky and Malhotra 2016). More than benign biases,

these perceptions are influential. For example, individuals who perceive substantial differ-

ences between themselves and the out-group are less politically trusting and participate in

politics more than those who are actually more distinct from the out-group (Armaly and

Enders Forthcoming; Enders and Armaly 2019). As the behavioral and attitudinal conse-

2We, of course, recognize that many individuals have been legal and/or socio-cultural victims as a function
of sex, race, religion, class, and many other characteristics. We accept that it is possible that self-defined
victimhood operates differently for those whose larger sociodemographic or cultural groups have been sys-
tematically victimized. Throughout this manuscript, we control for the demographic characteristics that
may account for such differences, though we emphasize that we do not analyze “true” victimhood status.
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quences of perceptions pertain to victimhood, one does not need to be an actual (i.e., legal

or socio-cultural) victim to think and behave as a “real” victim would. Instead, she only

needs to perceive herself to be a victim, feel like one.

Why Victimhood?

Actually being a victim is, of course, undesirable. Why, then, might someone fail to

eschew the status, or even accept it? We do not argue that one must consciously identify with

or project any sort of label – i.e., “victim” – in order to feel victimized. We provide supporting

evidence for this below. Generally, self-perceptions of many sorts provide psychological

or social benefits to the individual, like a sense of belonging (Huddy, Mason and Aarøe

2015) or social connectedness (Wann 2006). Campbell and Manning (2018) argue that

in “the contemporary moral hierarchy” victims are seen as morally and socially superior.

Horwitz (2018) suggests that victimhood must be established before “political claims can be

advanced.” Thus, contemporary norms dictate that victims deserve some amount of social

deference that non-victims do not.

In a sense, then, one can achieve greater social or political status by self-defining as a

victim (Zitek et al. 2010). Such a goal is sensible; achieving status has long been recognized

as an important behavioral motivation (Harsanyi 1980; Zink et al. 2008). Thus, there is some

incentive to portray oneself as a victim, even if that label is not “earned” or explicitly used

(i.e., feeling like victim constitutes self-portrayal). If one wishes to assert social or political

authority, society may be more willing to listen to a victim (Campbell and Manning 2018;

Horwitz 2018). Of course, society may rebuke the victimhood claim and fail to provide

status, but the potential for status should still motivate feelings of victimhood.

Importantly, the contemporary moral hierarchy also allows individuals who feel vic-

timized – but who fail to outwardly identify as such or assert that status – to feel a sense

of superiority. By perceiving oneself to be a victim, one is able to mitigate the negative

emotions associated with failure, hard times, or other elements of life – it’s not really their
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fault! Or, they may find someone or something else to blame; they are getting less than they

truly deserve of no fault of their own (Fast and Tiedens 2010). Just as partisan motivated

reasoning can reduce the cognitive dissonance produced by exposure to counter-partisan in-

formation or diminish the anxiety of navigating a daunting information environment (see

Redlawsk, Civettini and Emmerson 2010), we expect perceived victimhood can make one

feel better about their political or social status and guide the formation of attitudes about

political objects that might exacerbate or ameliorate feelings of victimhood (e.g., particular

policies that asymmetrically impact citizens, political candidates).

Victimhood, Blame Attribution, and Politics

Because victimhood proffers social and psychological benefits, some individuals are

prone to feel this way – an individual difference in the vein of any psychological trait. But,

this is only one element of victimhood. Victims, as individuals or members of groups who

have “suffered wrongs that must be requited” (Horwitz 2018, 553), require somebody to

blame, an oppressor or victimizer (Mikula 2003). We hypothesize that there are (at least)

two manifestations of perceived victimhood at the individual level: systemic victimhood and

egocentric victimhood.

The major distinction between egocentric and systemic victimhood is blame attri-

bution. Systemic victimhood is a manifestation of perceived victimhood whereby the self-

defined victim specifically attributes blame for their victim status on systemic issues and

entities. The “world,” the “system,” the “powers that be” are the victimizers.3 They see

governmental and societal structures designed to keep them down while potentially benefit-

ing “others.” In other words, the blame attribution component is directed toward systemic

oppression and wrongdoing. To be clear, we do not use the term “systemic” to refer to col-

lective victimhood, or to aggregate assessments; both systemic and egocentric victimhood

3Systemic victims can certainly feel victimized by specific issues or entities. However, there is no single,
unified victimizer. Systemic victimhood is characterized by the finger-pointing, not at whom it is pointed.
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are self-oriented. Instead, a systemic victim looks externally to understand her individual

victimhood.

Egocentric victimhood, on the other hand, is less outwardly focused. Egocentric

victims feel that they never get what they deserve in life, never get an extra break, and

are always settling for less. Neither the “oppressor,” nor the attribution of blame, are very

specific. Both expressions of victimhood require some level of entitlement, but egocentric

victims feel particularly strongly that they, personally, have a harder go at life than others

(McCullough et al. 2003; Rose 2014).4

To be clear, we argue that egocentric and systemic are expressions of victimhood.

Victimhood is victimhood. Some victims hand-wring about their lot in life. Others system-

atically blame. Some do one in one setting, and the other in a different setting. Egocentric

and systemic victimhood are two manifestations of one latent variable. Inasmuch as they

emanate from the same place – victimhood – we expect them to be correlated. An individual

high in egocentric victimhood almost certainly believes, to some extent, that something is

rigged against them; likewise, one who believes the system is rigged is likely to believe that

they are getting less than they deserve. However, it strikes us as possible that one could ex-

hibit systemic victimhood – especially victims of cultural norms and systems, such as racial

minorities and females – without exhibiting high levels of egocentric victimhood. Similarly,

one could perceive herself to be a victim, but fail to attribute blame. Blame attribution is

the key distinguishing factor.

Following this logic, the two manifestations of perceived victimhood should relate to

some attitudes and behaviors in different ways. Iyengar (1989) posits that attributions of

political blame fall into two categories: causal responsibility and treatment responsibility.

The former refers to those who are to blame for the relevant “injury” (whether perceived

or genuine), the latter to those who can improve the status quo (also see Arceneaux 2003).

4Entitlement and egocentric victimhood are distinct concepts. While entitlement merely requires one to
believe they are deserving, egocentric victimhood requires that they are somehow kept from enjoying what
they deserve. In the data reported in the experimental section below, the correlation between egocentric
victimhood and entitlement is only 0.30; though related, they are unique concepts.
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Thus, there are two ways perceived victimhood can relate to political attitudes and behaviors.

First, victims can attribute causal blame to those in power and those whom they perceive to

benefit from the status quo. If an individual, group, or policy is viewed as “victimizing” an

individual, it follows that the victim should wish to see them ousted from power, mistrust

them, view them as underserving of political benefits, or oppose the policy. Second, perceived

victimhood should structure attitudes toward those who are not causally responsible, or

those who can “help.” If an individual, group, or policy is viewed as potentially “treating”

the issues at hand (no matter if they are merely perceived), it follows that the victim should

wish to see them in power, generally trust them, support the particular policy, and so on.

In the political context, the actor deserving blame may be an incumbent, a political

party, corporations, “the left,” immigrants, racial minorities, the predominant sociopolitical

culture, some combination thereof, etc. This general phenomenon is well-studied in political

science; for instance, individuals blame the incumbent when they feel “victimized” by a

poor economy (Arceneaux 2003). Blame is an important component to both victimhood

and electoral politics.

We argue that perceived victimhood underlies support for specific policies that either

“blame” a particular group or policy, or that seek to remedy a problem that such groups

or policies are perceived to create. Consider social policies that appear to asymmetrically

benefits others. For example, those perceiving affirmative action policies as unfairly “vic-

timizing” them by limiting their own deserved opportunities should be more likely to oppose

such policies, regardless of political ideology (Anastasio and Rose 2014; De Guissmé and

Licata 2017). They should also be more likely to support candidates who promise to “fix”

the victimizing issue. However, those who perceive affirmative action to correct systemic

injustices – even if they have not personally been victimized by that injustice – should sup-

port rectifying policies. Likewise, they should support politicians who promote such policies.

We further elaborate on how specific policies connect to the two manifestations of perceived

victimhood below.
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Cueing Victimhood in Electoral Politics

All politicians, to some extent, utilize victimhood-cueing rhetoric in making their case

to would-be constituents. They portray the masses as victims of all manner of policies and

circumstances from the specific (e.g., high taxes, income inequality, rising healthcare costs)

to the abstract (e.g., globalization, the media, the establishment). These are the problems

that candidates claim they are best equipped to address. In making victim-centered pleas,

politicians are able to foster a sense of victimhood in their supporters and potentially gain

new supporters by portraying themselves as uniquely capable of identifying and treating that

which causes victimhood.

Just as individuals can be arrayed along a continuum ranging from no/weak per-

ceptions of victimhood to frequent/strong perceptions, elements of the environment can

impact these perceptions. Given the well-established impact of elite communications on

mass opinion formation (e.g., Zaller 1992), elite rhetoric is a prime example of how feelings

of victimhood can be inflamed. We argue that elites can actually change the extent to which

one feels victimized or alter the salience of previously-felt victimhood. Below, we explicitly

test the proposition that politicians can cue feelings of victimhood in the mass public. Not

only do we find that perceived victimhood is malleable, but we discover that individuals can

be made to feel this way by political figures, such as Donald Trump and Joe Biden.

Empirical Analysis

Estimating Perceived Victimhood

We use four unique survey items each to measure systemic and egocentric victim-

hood. The specific wording of the items appears in Table 1. For each item, respondents

were able to register attitudes via a five-point, “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” set

of response options. These items, as well as others, were part of a 1,020 respondent survey
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fielded by Lucid in February 2019. Lucid provides academics and market researchers with

nationally-representative samples of U.S. adults. In a comparison between Lucid and the

American National Election Study, Coppock and McClellan (2019) found that “Lucid per-

formed remarkably well in recovering estimates that come close to the original estimates”

(12) and ultimately concluded that “...subjects recruited from the Lucid platform constitute

a sample that is suitable for evaluating many social scientific theories” (1). Details about

the composition of the sample, along with a comparison to U.S. Census statistics, appear in

the Supplemental Appendix.

As described above, the systemic items are designed to capture victimhood that

manifests in the form of feelings of victimization by systemic power structures (Rose 2014).

Hence, the items include language about the “system” and “world.” Individuals high in

systemic victimhood should agree with propositions about the system being rigged to benefit

a select few, or the world being out to get them. The egocentric items, on the other hand,

are designed to be more introspective and less oppressor-oriented than systemic victimhood.

Individuals high in egocentric victimhood should agree with ideas about constantly having

to settle for less than others or rarely getting what they deserve. This language also captures

the inherent entitlement-based undertones of egocentric victimhood (McCullough et al. 2003;

Zitek et al. 2010). The distributions of responses to the individual items and the composite

scales appear in the Supplemental Appendix.

Table 1 also includes estimates from a confirmatory factor analysis of the two sets

of victimhood items. We specified a two-factor model with the items loading only onto

their hypothesized factor, but allowing a correlation between the two factors (as the two

expressions of victimhood are almost certainly related to some degree). A good model fit

will signify construct validity. Each of the (standardized) factor loadings is statistically

significant at the p<0.001 level (two-tailed tests). Moreover, the model fits the data well

in terms of absolute and relative fit measures (e.g., RMSEA, CFI). The model reveals that

our two sets of victimhood items are products of two distinct, but related, latent factors;
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Table 1: Confirmatory factor analysis of the two-factor structure underlying responses to
the systemic and egocentric victimhood items.

Systemic Egocentric
Factor Factor

Systemic Items

1) The system works against people like me. 0.659
(0.022)

2) The world is “doing it” to me and there’s 0.812
nothing I can do about it. (0.017)

3) The world is out to get me. 0.744
(0.019)

4) The system is rigged to benefit a select few. 0.408
(0.030)

Egocentric Items

1) I rarely get what I deserve in life. 0.803
(0.015)

2) Great things never come to me. 0.797
(0.015)

3) I usually have to settle for less. 0.736
(0.017)

4) I never seem to get an extra break. 0.752
(0.016)

Fit Statistics
χ2 (18 df), p-value 40.58, 0.002
RMSEA 0.035
Prob(RMSEA ≤ 0.05) 0.953
SRMR 0.022
CFI 0.993
TLI 0.990
n 1,012

Standardized MLE coefficients with standard errors in parentheses. All estimates

statistically significant at the p < 0.001 level w/ respect to a two-tailed test.

the empirical correlation between the scales is 0.56. Moreover, the separate additive scales

of responses to the systemic and egocentric items are statistically reliable with Cronbach’s

alpha reliability estimates of 0.78 and 0.86, respectively.
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Establishing Criterion Validity

Next, we consider criterion validity – the extent to which our estimates of systemic

and egocentric victimhood are empirically related (or not) to constructs that they should

theoretically be (dis)associated with. We begin by examining the relationship between vic-

timhood and sociodemographic characteristics. As a perception capable of being inflamed

by elite rhetoric, we do not expect either form of victimhood to be more prevalent among

historically disempowered groups than any other group. In other words, our measures of

victimhood should not be merely capturing a subjective manifestation of actual disempow-

erment (i.e., “true” victimhood), whereby women and people of color, for example, exhibit

higher levels of perceived victimhood.

In Figure 1 we plot the distribution of the systemic and egocentric victimhood scales

by gender, race, and level of educational attainment. In all cases, we observe roughly sym-

metric unimodal distributions. Men seem to be slightly higher in perceived victimhood across

the board, where differences are even decipherable; this is confirmed by weak correlations

(r≤0.10 in both cases) between self-identification as male and both manifestations of vic-

timhood. Such an observation underscores our claim that victimhood – as a self-perception

– does not require relative disempowerment or subjection to injustices.

Although perceived victimhood should not necessarily be correlated with particular

sociodemographic characteristics, we do expect it to be related to a host of political ori-

entations and psychological traits. People who perceive themselves as a victim – in either

sense – should hold a generally antagonistic orientation toward political elites and the “es-

tablishment.” These are people who – by the vary nature of being “elites” and members

of the political “establishment” – have proven successful in their careers, perhaps by un-

fair advantage or mere luck. Victims should, then, be less trustful of government, exhibit

more anti-elitist attitudes, and perceive greater degrees of governmental corruption than

non-victims. They should also exhibit less political efficacy – if people listened to them they
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Figure 1: Distribution of egocentric and systemic victimhood, stratified by gender, educa-
tion, and race.
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Table 2: Pairwise (Pearson product moment) correlations between both expressions of
victimhood and theoretically-related political and psychological criterion variables.

Systemic Egocentric

Conspiratorial Thinking 0.227∗ 0.160∗

Perceived Corruption 0.373∗ 0.262∗

Trust in Government -0.135∗ -0.072∗

Anti-Elitism 0.293∗ 0.266∗

Efficacy -0.310∗ -0.303∗

Emotional Stability -0.116∗ -0.128∗

Agreeableness -0.047 -0.064∗

Pairwise correlations, sample size ranges from 891-944.
∗ p<0.05

would not find themselves in the position of victim. We also expect people who perceive

themselves to be victims to be more prone to conspiratorial thinking. Conspiratorial thinking

is, itself, related to a host of psychological motivations that stem from victimhood, including

feelings of powerlessness and a lack of control (Douglas, Sutton and Cichocka 2017). In other

words, those who feel like victims employ conspiracy theories to explain their status, why

they cannot seem to get ahead.

Finally, we consider the relationship between victimhood and two of the “Big Five”

personality traits: agreeableness and emotional stability. We expect those high in perceived

victimhood to be less agreeable and less emotionally stable. Disagreeable people are more

self-interested and more suspicious of others (e.g., John, Robins and Pervin 2008), both of

which we expect to characterize those high in perceived victimhood. Those low in emotional

stability (or high in neuroticism) are more prone to exhibit the same negative emotions –

such as anger and anxiety – that we would expect of (perceived) victims (e.g., Gerber et al.

2011). Question wording for each of these variables appears in the Supplemental Appendix.

Pairwise correlations between victimhood and each criterion variable appears in Table 2.

We observe support for our expectations in all cases but one: the statistically non-

significant correlation between systemic victimhood and agreeableness. Both egocentric and
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systemic victims are more conspiratorial, perceive more governmental corruption, exhibit

greater anti-elitist tendencies, and are more distrustful of a government that they do not

believe they have a say in. Moreover, those who perceive themselves to be victims are also

less emotionally stable, and egocentric victims are less agreeable, than their relatively less

victimized counterparts.

Establishing Discriminant Validity

Next, we consider the relationship between both perceived victimhood and other

psychological constructs that it should not be synonymous with, or that should distinguish

systemic from egocentric victimhood. The analyses presented in this section are conducted

on an August 2020 survey of 800 U.S. adults fielded by Lucid. In addition to the mea-

sures necessary to establish discriminant validity, this second dataset allows us to replicate

the victimhood factor structure presented in Table 1, which appears in the Supplemental

Appendix.

In Table 3, we present the bivariate correlations between both manifestations of

victimhood and six theoretically-related psychological constructs: trait-based narcissism

(Back et al. 2013), state-based narcissism (Giacomin and Jordan 2016), collective narcis-

sism (Marchlewska et al. 2018), general system justification (Jost, Banaji and Nosek 2004),

relative deprivation (Smith et al. 2012), and relative group deprivation (Marchlewska et al.

2018).5 Though we expect to observe significant relationships (positive ones for all but sys-

tem justification), we also expect that none of these psychological constructs heavily overlaps

with either form of victimhood.

This is precisely what we find. The greatest correlation between any of the six psy-

chological constructs and either expression of victimhood is between egocentric victimhood

and both trait and collective narcissism (0.37). Narcissism is related to both types of vic-

5All but the relative deprivation variables are scales of multiple item responses that are statistically reliable
(lowest α=0.80). These measures have been previously validated in the literature cited above. Details about
question wording appear in the Supplemental Appendix.
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timhood, but is hardly synonymous with either. The correlations are smallest, on average,

between victimhood and relative (group) deprivation. We can more objectively assess dis-

criminant validity by comparing the squared correlations between each of the constructs

in Table 3 and both manifestations of victimhood to each construct’s average variance ex-

tracted (AVE) (e.g., Henseler, Ringle and Sarstedt 2015). The AVE is the average squared,

standardized factor loading across indicators of a given construct, which is equivalent to the

average indicator reliability. The loadings are from four CFA models – one for each of the

constructs measured by multiple items6 – whereby three separate factors are specified (one

each for systemic and egocentric victimhood, plus the external psychological construct). In

no case is the AVE for a given construct smaller than the squared correlation between that

construct and either form of victimhood. Thus, the victimhood scales exhibit discriminant

validity.7

Table 3: Pairwise (Pearson product moment) correlations between both expressions of
victimhood and psychological trait variables.

Systemic Egocentric

State Narcissism 0.291∗ 0.299∗

Trait Narcissism 0.355∗ 0.373∗

Collective Narcissism 0.360∗ 0.372∗

General System Justification -0.314∗ -0.149∗

Relative Deprivation 0.156∗ 0.163∗

Relative Group Deprivation 0.150∗ 0.203∗

Pairwise correlations, sample size ranges from 649-651.
∗ p<0.05

We also consider “internal” discriminant validity in terms of the two expressions

of victimhood. Our theory posits that the major distinction between the two expressions

of victimhood is the attribution of blame. While both manifestations are self-oriented,

6Even though we cannot formally test discriminant validity in this way for the single-item relative depri-
vation measures, we reiterate that those constructs exhibit the weakest average correlations with both types
of victimhood.

7See the Supplemental Appendix for additional details about these analyses.
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egocentric is self-reflective and inwardly focused while systemic is outwardly directed toward

systemic entities. In order to provide evidence supporting this blame attribution distinction

we asked respondents how often, on a four-point “never” (1) to “very frequently” (4) scale,

they felt “personally victimized by the following entities.” We listed 8 entities ranging from

the “political system” to the “federal government.” We then regressed the perceived level

of victimization from each entity onto both manifestations of victimhood and controls for

partisanship, ideology and sociodemographic characteristics (full estimates for all 8 models

appear in Supplemental Appendix). If our contention – that systemic victimhood relates

to blame attribution, but that egocentric does not (at least, systematically) – is correct, we

should observe that systemic victimhood is significantly related to several specific victimizers,

whereas egocentric victimhood is only weakly related (if at all).

This is precisely what we find. Figure 2 displays coefficient estimates and 95% con-

fidence intervals for each manifestation of victimhood. Systemic victimhood significantly

(p<0.05) relates to all 8 specific victimizers, whereas egocentric victims only point to the

economy as a specific victimizer.8 Of course, egocentric victims likely also feel victimized

by particular entities (indeed, the types of victimhood are related). However, the purpose

of Figure 2 is not to suggest that egocentric victims never point a finger, but instead to

demonstrate that systematic blame attribution is what distinguishes the two manifestations

of victimhood. Systemic victimhood entails attribution of blame to systemic issues and en-

tities. So while egocentric victims may idiosyncratically feel they are victim to any one of

these entities, systemic victims systematically point to the powers that be as having caused

their victim status.

8Our survey was conducted amid a global pandemic where Americans faced the highest levels of unem-
ployment on record. Thus, it is perhaps unsurprising that even egocentric victims are systematically laying
blame on the economy, though the relationship between economy-blaming and systemic victimhood is still
stronger, per expectations.
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Figure 2: OLS coefficients (with 95% confidence bands) from regression of victimizer onto
both expressions of victimhood and controls.
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Validity established, the remainder of our analyses aim to showcase the differing rela-

tionships between the two expressions of perceived victimhood and salient political identities,

beliefs, and choices. To begin, we consider the relationship between partisan and ideological

self-identifications and perceived victimhood. We have no reason to expect that Democrats

(liberals) differ from Republicans (conservatives) in their average level of egocentric victim-

hood. This is primarily because no one and nothing in particular is blamed by egocentric

victims. However, liberals and Democrats may exhibit greater levels of systemic victimhood

than conservatives and Republicans because they are more likely to identify, sympathize
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with, and support policies to correct systemic injustices that produce victims (e.g., support-

ing affirmative action policies, progressive taxes that impact low-income individuals less).

In Figure 3, we plot the bivariate relationship between victimhood and both politi-

cal orientations. Partisanship appears in the top panel, ideological self-identification in the

bottom. The black curves represent lowess estimates – nonparametric scatterplot smoothers

that aid in deciphering the relationship between variables without assuming any particular

functional form – and the gray bands represent 95% confidence intervals. Larger numer-

ical values denote stronger Republican or conservative self-identification. Consistent with

expectations, we observe no systematic relationship between either egocentric or systemic

victimhood and political predispositions. Perceptions of victimhood generally traverse par-

tisan and ideological boundaries.

Victimhood and Vote Choice

Although perceptions of both manifestations of victimhood can be found among

Democrats and Republicans, liberals and conservatives, they may still prove to be related to

other partisan and ideological stimuli. If candidate rhetoric is designed, in part, to encour-

age feelings of victimization, it follows that perceived victimhood itself may be connected

with candidate support. Given his frequent use of the language of victimhood in campaign

rhetoric and ongoing rallies, and the centrality of victimhood to the “Make American Great

Again” concept (Oliver and Wood 2018), we expect perceived victimhood to be related to

support for Donald Trump, even in the face of controls for political orientations.

Moreover, we expect the two manifestarions of perceived victimhood to be differ-

entially connected to Trump support. Although Trump’s own claims on victim status can

sometimes echo the sentiments of systemic victimhood (i.e., the world is conspiring against

him), the rhetoric he employs to encourage (perceived) victimhood in supporters is much

more egocentric in nature. Rhetoric regarding the shrinking middle class, dangers of illegal

immigrants, and evils of redistributive policies are designed to invoke the sense that one is
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Figure 3: Scatterplot of the relationships between both expressions of perceived victimhood
and partisan and ideological identities. Black curves represent lowess estimates; gray bands
are 95% confidence intervals.
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getting less than deserved, settling when they shouldn’t have to. Who is to blame? Perhaps

Democrats, or other racial groups. But, “the system” – electoral democracy, capitalism,
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likeminded political elites, oppressive social norms – is never on this list (save, perhaps, for

“the swamp,” which is synonymous with those he dislikes). In other words, Trump does

not blame the system; he attributes blame to specific enemies. Thus, we expect to observe

a positive relationship between Trump support and egocentric victimhood, but a negative

relationship between Trump support and systemic victimhood.

We utilize two measures of Trump support to test these expectations. Reactions

to Trump using feeling thermometers capture affective orientations toward him (i.e., the

strength of positive or negative feelings). Retrospective vote choice captures more formal

support for Trump, and is relative to other options (i.e., other candidates). In both mod-

els, we control for partisanship and ideological self-identification, religiosity, education, age,

gender, race/ethnicity, and residence in the political South. Full model estimates appear

in the Supplemental Appendix, though we note here that both expressions of victimhood

are statistically significantly (p<0.05) related to both measures of support for Trump. Even

though partisanship is, unsurprisingly, the strongest predictor in both instances, egocentric

victimhood is more strongly related to Trump support than ideological self-identifications.

Moreover, consistent with expectations, we observe negative relationships between systemic

victimhood and Trump support, and positive associations between Trump support and ego-

centric victimhood.

In order to more clearly understand the substantive magnitude of relationships be-

tween perceived victimhood and Trump support, we plot the predicted probability of Trump

voting and predicted thermometer scores across the range of victimhood in Figure 4.9 On the

low end of egocentric victimhood, the predicted probability of voting for Trump over other

candidates is about 0.42; on the high end, it is 0.58. Although an increase in probability

of 0.16 may not seem particularly large, that the 0.50 threshold is crossed moving from low

to high egocentric victimhood is substantively important given the dichotomous nature of

the vote choice variable. We observe a nearly identical inverse pattern between systemic

9All other model variables are held at their mean or modal values.
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Figure 4: Predicted Trump vote and feeling thermometer scores over the range of systemic
and egocentric victimhood, holding other factors constant. Dashed lines represent 95%
confidence intervals.
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victimhood and vote choice. When it comes to feelings toward Trump, thermometer scores

increase an average of 15 points moving from the minimum to maximum value of egocentric

victimhood; they decrease by about 12 points as systemic victimhood increases.

Altogether, we find support for our general proposition that victimhood can be re-
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lated to candidate support, even when accounting for partisanship and ideology. Egocentric

victims – Democratic and Republican, liberal and conservative – support Trump more than

their less victimized counterparts. This is sensible. Donald Trump claims to work for these

people by trying to restore America to a time before its people were victims; he tells them it

is not their fault. Systemic victims tend to support Trump less than non-systemic victims.

After all, Trump is the leader of the party that is in power; he represents “the system.”

We suspect victimhood operates in similar (albeit possibly opposite) ways for other political

candidates. If a candidate makes one feel victimized, or offers a remedy to that victimization,

it stands to reason that individual will support her. We examine the normative implications

of these findings in more detail in the discussion section below.

Victimhood and Racial Attitudes

Much like the two expressions of perceived victimhood are related in opposite ways to

support for Donald Trump, we expect them to be differentially related to particular political

attitudes, especially those with a racial component. Attitudes about racial issues have great

potential to find roots in different flavors of victimhood. Consider, for instance, affirmative

action, which may be necessary to aid victims of systemic racism. A systemic victim – who

perceives systems to cause victimization – should support policies that dismantle systemic

issues or entities. But the egocentric victim – who does not attribute specific blame –

could perceive the policy as unfairly victimizing others who must contribute to redistributive

policies that they do not benefit from or that (are perceived to) unfairly advantage others

(Anastasio and Rose 2014). In other words, those high in systemic victimhood should be

more supportive of policies designed to correct systemic injustices, while egocentric victims

should be more likely to perceive such policies as asymmetrically victimizing them, regardless

of intent or who “truly” benefits.

We use a host of variables to test this general expectation, each of which is im-

bued with racial content. Most intuitively, a general preference for helping racial minorities
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through government aid captures relative preferences for redistribution according to racial

self-identification. Relatedly, we examine the relationship between perceived victimhood

and racial resentment. Like preferences about “welfare spending,” racial resentment is the

product not only of raw prejudice, but perceived violation of the American values of indi-

vidualism and hard work (Kinder and Sanders 1996). Those high in egocentric victimhood

should, all else equal, exhibit higher levels of racial resentment (e.g., those who strongly

disagree with statements such as “over the past few years, blacks have gotten less than they

deserve”), as the violation of individualism may suggest the delivery of undeserved benefits

to others. Conversely, those high in systemic victimhood should exhibit lower levels of racial

resentment, as they perceive systematic oppression, and are therefore more likely to place

blame on systems, rather than racial minorities.

We also consider two beliefs that are not explicitly racial in nature, but implicitly

racial: building of the U.S.–Mexico border wall and anti-political correctness sentiments.

Here we have similar expectations. Those high is systemic victimhood should be more likely

to perceive the border wall, even the mere political idea of the border wall, as a victimizing

force – a symbol of systemic racism. Egocentric victims, on the other hand, should view the

border wall as method of protection from those who some view as victimizing Americans by

stealing jobs, reaping welfare and healthcare benefits, and engaging in various criminal activ-

ities – the sort of egocentric-cueing tropes that were central to Trump campaign messaging.

The egocentric victim should support a policy that is perceived to rectify victimhood. Like-

wise, those high in systemic victimhood should view political correctness as a way of limiting

systemic prejudices toward women, racial and ethnic minorities, and other underrepresented

groups, while egocentric victims should view political correctness as merely a strategy for

limiting their own rights to freely express their ideas. Egocentric victims are worried about

how they are affected, and prefer policies that reduce their feelings of victimization; systemic

victims similarly want to reduce feelings of victimization, but by rectifying or fighting back

against systemic oppressors.
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Figure 5: Predicted racial attitudes over the range of systemic and egocentric victimhood,
holding other factors constant. Dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals.
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For each of these four variables, we estimate an OLS regression model akin to those

described above, with controls for partisan and ideological identities, education, religiosity,

age, gender, race, and residence in the political South.10 Full model estimates, along with

specific question wording, can be found in the Supplemental Appendix. We present the effects

of egocentric and systemic victimhood graphically, via linear predictions, in Figure 5.11 All

variables are coded such that greater numerical values should correspond to greater levels of

egocentric victimhood.

Directionally, our expectations find support in all cases. In terms of statistical sig-

nificance, only the relationship between systemic victimhood and attitudes about the U.S.–

Mexico border wall are not statistically significant at conventional levels (p<0.05).12 The

magnitude of the controlled relationships are also noteworthy in several instances. First, in

each case the lowest levels of egocentric victimhood correspond to either racially supportive

or neutral attitudes, whereas high levels cross the 0.50 mark into negative racial attitudes

(this is even the case for racial resentment, though the relationship is weak). Relationships

are slightly weaker in magnitude (and in the opposite direction, as expected) for systemic

victimhood, with those high this form of victimhood proving to be middling in racial re-

sentment and neutral in their attitudes about government aid to racial minorities. Systemic

victims are, however, supportive of political correctness language, on average.

These results, in addition to supporting our exceptions, showcase the implications of

feeling like a victim and the potential power of elite victimhood-inducing appeals to sway

attitudes about political issues or activate dormant feelings of victimhood for the purposes

of mobilization. These findings also demonstrate that not all victimhood – even perceptions

10While it is sometimes customary to limit samples to racial groups not addressed in the dependent variable
(e.g., if the attitude is about blacks, restrict the same to non-blacks), we present the results of models on the
full sample with controls for racial and ethnic groups. When limiting model samples to those racial/ethnic
groups not targeted in the dependent variable, in only one case does statistical significance marginally change.
The two-tailed p-value for the systemic victimhood coefficient in the racial resentment models increases to
0.079, though the p-value for the hypothesized direction is 0.040.

11Other model variables were held at their mean or mode in generating predictions.
12We suspect this may be due multiple sources of blame attribution. Some may blame those who cross

the border for their victimhood (i.e., unregulated immigration is the systemic issue), while others blame the
racist systems that a border wall would perpetuate.
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of victimhood – is the same. Rather, it depends on who or what is being blamed, and how

one sees oneself fitting into the equation.

Experimentally Cueing Perceptions of Victimhood

Our theory of victimhood is both “bottom up,” like many psychological orientations,

and “top down,” like many political attitudes and orientations. Thus far, we have focused on

perceived victimhood from the bottom up. The final component of our theory of victimhood

holds that perceptions of victimhood can be impacted by political events and information,

such as the enacting of a particular policy or elite communications. That is, members

of the mass public can be made to feel victimized. In order to test this expectation, we

must demonstrate that victimhood can be manipulated by political forces. To that end, we

conducted a survey experiment using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform in April 2020. A

total of 513 respondents were randomly assigned to either the control group or one of two

treatment groups after having answered questions designed to assess partisanship, the only

pre-treatment covariate.

Those in the control group simply completed the same victimhood items employed in

the analyses presented above, as well as questions about sociodemographic characteristics.

Respondents in the first experimental treatment group were asked to write about a time they

felt they “were the victim of someone or something in politics.”13 This treatment utilizes

self-inducement of a particular feeling, a common strategy in research that manipulates

emotions (e.g., Gadarian and van der Vort 2018). Here, the question is whether people can

readily recall feeling victimized by something in politics, what – if anything – is to blame

for these feelings (more on this below), and whether recalling that can inflame victimhood.

Respondents were not allowed to proceed until 40 seconds had elapsed and at least 10

characters had been entered into the text box,14 at which point they answered the close-

13The complete text of the prompt appears in the Supplemental Appendix.
14This encourages respondents to take the task seriously, but still allows those who have never felt victim-

ized to express as much in a small number of characters.
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ended victimhood questions and completed the survey.

Respondents in the second treatment group read an excerpt from a fabricated Asso-

ciated Press story that quotes either Donald Trump or Joe Biden (the presumptive major

party nominees at the time of the survey) speaking at a campaign rally. The candidates say:

“You, the middle class and working people, have been the victims of so much. You never

seem to catch a break, and always seem to pay the steepest price. It’s sad, it really is. And

I’m going to keep fighting for you no matter what.” Republicans read the Trump version

of the treatment, Democrats the Biden version, and “true” Independents were randomly as-

signed to either Trump or Biden. The stories are identical except for the candidate identified.

Although we argue that victimhood rhetoric can cut across partisan lines, our primary inten-

tion is to isolate the mechanism by which elites can prime victimhood. Routing respondents

to the appropriate treatment by partisanship allows us to do just that. Upon reading the

text of the treatment vignette, respondents completed the victimhood items. The purpose

of this second, elite messaging treatment is to examine whether elite rhetoric can influence

feelings of victimhood, which subsequently influence downstream political evaluations, as

the evidence presented above suggests is possible.

We begin by examining the substantive sources of victimization revealed in the open-

ended responses to the self-induced treatment. Figure 6 shows the percentage of open-ended

responses in which the issue along the horizontal axis was mentioned as the primary cause

of (perceived) victimhood.15 Fewer than 10% of respondents provided responses that did

not clearly convey a feeling of victimhood. It is apparent from the figure that individuals

feel victimized by all manner of political stimuli, including specific policies (e.g., abortion,

healthcare, the 2020 stimulus); the government’s COVID-19 response (either the delayed

federal response, or opposition to shutdown policies); polarization, meaning the actions

of the out-party or “politics these days;” President Trump; sex/gender issues; and racial

15Rarely was more than one topic broached in the open-ended responses as respondents were asked to tell
us “about a time” they felt victimized, suggesting a single incident. And, we focus on the primary stimulus.
If an individual suggested she felt racially victimized, and that perhaps Republicans were to blame, we
categorized her primary source of victimization as “race.”
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Figure 6: Primary issue identified as causing respondent to feel victimized in open-ended
response.
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issues (e.g., immigration, racism). Several other issues not shown here because they were

mentioned only 1 or 2 times total include: gun control, welfare policies, elections, and

LGBT+ issues. Altogether, responses to the open-ended, self-induced victimhood prompt

support our contention that feelings of victimhood are pervasive and can be prompted by

all manner of political issues and circumstances.

To determine the influence of both the self-induced treatment and the elite message

treatment on victimhood, we regress each victimhood scale onto a variable that indicates

whether a respondent was in the control group or treatment group, plus controls for parti-

sanship (or self-identification as an Independent in the elite cueing treatment) and sociode-

mographic characteristics. For the elite cue experiment models, we exclude respondents who

failed an attention check that asked them to identify the political figure about whom they

read a story. Table 4 displays these estimates (model results with(out) control variables

appear in the Supplemental Appendix).

Both egocentric (first column) and systemic (second) victimhood increase as a func-
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Table 4: Regressions of systemic and egocentric victimhood on experimental treatment.

Self-Induced Elite Cue
Egocentric Systemic Egocentric Systemic

Treatment 0.065∗ 0.065∗ 0.088∗ 0.048∗

(0.032) (0.029) (0.027) (0.023)
Constant 0.634∗ 0.661∗ 0.583∗ 0.576∗

(0.080) (0.071) (0.090) (0.067)
Controls? X X X X

R2 0.150 0.167 0.149 0.143
n 281 281 340 340

∗ significant at p < 0.05.

tion of the victimization reflection task. That is, merely thinking about having been victim-

ized by politics at some point in the past increases both egocentric and systemic victimhood.

Not only does this serve as evidence that victimhood can be manipulated, these results also

provide additional validity to our victimhood scales; when one thinks about being a victim,

scores on these scales increase.

We observe a similar pattern with the elite cueing treatment; both egocentric and

systemic victimhood increase as a result of hearing Trump or Biden describe the average

people’s inability to catch a break. As noted above, this type of rhetoric is commonplace

in political messaging (e.g., Horwitz 2018; Rucker 2019). Importantly, we control for factors

that relate to actual political victimization – income, education, race, and sex. As such,

we can conclude that the treatment vignettes – and, presumably, real world elite rhetoric

– can promote self-defined victimhood, without regard for sociopolitical or legal victim sta-

tus. This is precisely what our theory purports: Political elites can rhetorically weaponize

victimhood, and actually instill these feelings in individuals (regardless of whether victim

status is “earned” or “deserved”).

Finally, we recognize the possibility for victimhood rhetoric to inflame other, related

emotions or psychological states. In order to be more certain that victimhood, specifically,
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is able to be primed, respondents also completed post-treatment batteries of questions that

measure entitlement and (trait) narcissism. We observe no effect of either treatment on

narcissism (p-values = 0.260 and 0.636) or entitlement (p=0.321 and 0.725).16

Conclusion

Victimhood is central to politics. If politics is, as Lasswell (1936) famously described,

about “who gets what, when, how,” there are going to be victims. Some will be perceived

as victims when they are not, others just the opposite. Political communication is, in no

trivial sense, tasked with making some feel like victims, and others look like victims. Re-

gardless of the “truth” of the matter about who is a victim, victimhood is an important –

albeit overlooked – ingredient of public opinion and political behavior. In this manuscript,

we have taken a first, and necessarily incomplete, step at establishing the unique role of

perceived victimhood in American politics, demonstrating both a method for estimating

two manifestations of perceived victimhood and the relationship between these feelings and

salient political attitudes and orientations. Victimhood, in some form, is related to anti-

establishment attitudes, political efficacy, personality traits, racial attitudes, and support

for particular political candidates.

That victimhood plays such a central role in politics is not necessarily troubling.

It is intuitive that politicians would make their case to constituents in such a way that

victimhood is cued. Indeed, we want representatives that work to realize our values, fill our

pockets, and facilitate a happy and healthy life. To the extent that we feel that current

representation is not achieving those goals, we are victims. Moreover, both positive and

negative political rhetoric is likely to encourage people to feel like victims. A focus on the

negative qualities of one’s opponent usually involves demonstrating their (potential) negative

effect on constituents, but even a positive message about what one will do if elected implies

that all is not “hunky-dory.”

16These models appear in the Supplemental Appendix.
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Rather than the mere appeal to victimhood, it is the lengths one is willing to go

in order to mobilize victimhood that poses the greatest potential normative threat to a

civilized democratic political system. Speaking historically, it is precisely a feeling of hyper-

victimization that has caused people to turn to authoritarian regimes for relief. As Converse

(1964) aptly observed, it was a combination of a lack of political sophistication – a state

that persists among the American mass public – and particular political conditions (e.g.,

mass unemployment, rising debts for rural farmers, skyrocketing inflation) that resulted

in widespread support for the Nazi Party. This support, for many, had little to do with

the particular principles at the center of Nazi ideology, of which the unsophisticated and

uneducated mass public had little understanding. Rather, it was the appeal of Nazi rhetoric

and policy promises to a sense of victimhood (e.g., a moratorium on debt, restoration of

German greatness) that mobilized mass support.

Of course, we do not suggest that all attempts to inflame victimhood will have such

dire consequences. The role of victimhood in politics has taken many forms over the course

of history. For example, the Civil War is oftentimes partially attributed to feelings of victim-

ization among southerners. Examples of the role of victimhood in American politics can also

be found in the William Jennings Bryan’s populist movement, which relied on appeals to the

victimization of “the common man,” and FDR’s rhetoric promoting the New Deal, which

was, at least partially, based on the idea that everyday people were suffering at the hands

of forces beyond their control. Thus, appeals to a sense of victimhood need not produce

normatively troubling results.

Our study, being an introductory investigation of perceived victimhood, is not with-

out limitations. A more nuanced understanding of how political rhetoric cues, inflames, and

connects victimhood with political attitudes and choices is necessary for a complete under-

standing of the role of victimhood in American politics. Relatedly, there may also be another

“flavor” of perceived victimhood worth considering: an other-oriented, or accusatory one.

In this manuscript, we have focused solely on feelings of victimhood when it comes to the
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self, and oneself vis-à-vis the political world writ large. However, the perceived victimhood

of others is also a feature of modern political communication, and presumably an impor-

tant dimension of public opinion. Modern right-wing rhetoric, for instance, decries liberal

“snowflakes,” “safe spaces,” and political correctness culture. In each of these instances,

victimhood is projected onto others. This mobilizes the projectors because the “victims” are

illegitimate – they are not deserving of victim status in the eyes of those doing the projecting.

We also encourage future work to consider the impact of context and level of focus.

Our investigation has focused on victimhood in the context of politics in the U.S. However,

we have no reason to believe that it is a uniquely American construct, nor does our theory

posit that victimhood is confined to politics more generally. Our theory of victimhood also

focuses on the individual, rather than the group. Given the importance of group identities

to political behavior, an examination of victimization at the group level will likely provide

additional richness to our understanding of the causes and consequences of perceived vic-

timhood. Indeed, other group-level psychological orientations like collective narcissism and

group consciousness have important implications for political behavior.
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1 Variable Details, 2019 Lucid Data

Systemic victimhood, all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (re-

sponses averaged across items, α = 0.78):

• The system works against people like me

• I feel that the world is “doing it” to me and that there is nothing I can do about it

• The world is out to get me

• The system is rigged to benefit a select few

Egocentric victimhood, all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale

(responses averaged across items, α = 0.86):

• I rarely get what I deserve in life

• Great things never come to me

• I usually have to settle for less

• I never seem to get an extra break

Conspiratorial thinking, all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale

(responses averaged across items, α = 0.78):

• Unseen patterns and secret activities can be found everywhere in politics.

• Much of our lives are being controlled by plots hatched in secret places.

• Even though we live in a democracy, a few people will always run things anyway.

• The people who really “run” the country, are not known to the voters.

• Many very important things happen in the world, which the public is never informed

about.
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Racial resentment, all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (responses

averaged across items, α = 0.78):

• Irish, Italians, Jewish and many other minorities overcame prejudice and worked their

way up. Blacks should do the same without any special favors.

• Generations of slavery and discrimination have created conditions that make it difficult

for blacks to work their way out of the lower class.

• Over the past few years, blacks have gotten less than they deserve.

• It’s really a matter of some people not trying hard enough; if blacks would only try

harder they could be just as well off as whites.

Anti-elitism, both on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (responses

averaged across items):

• I’d rather put my trust in the wisdom of ordinary people than the opinions of experts

and intellectuals.

• When it comes to really important questions, scientific facts don’t help very much.

Trust: “How often can you trust the federal government in Washington to do what is right?”

1. Never

2. Sometimes

3. About half the time

4. Most of the time

5. Always

Perceived corruption: “How many of the people running the government would you say

are corrupt?”
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1. None

2. A few

3. About half

4. Most

5. All

Anti-political correctness: “Some people think that the way people talk needs to change

with the times to be more sensitive to people from different backgrounds. Others think that

this has already gone too far and many people are just too easily offended. Which is closer

to your opinion?”

1. The way people talk needs to change a lot

2. The way people talk needs to change a little

3. People are a little too easily offended

4. People are much too easily offended

Build the wall: “Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose building a wall on the

U.S. border with Mexico?”

1. Oppose

2. Neither favor, nor oppose

3. Favor

Government help for Blacks: “Some people feel that the government in Washington

should make every effort to improve the social and economic position of blacks (0). Others

feel that the government should not make any special effort to help blacks because they
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should help themselves (10). And, of course, some other people have opinions somewhere in

between (1-9). Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you thought much

about this?”

Emotional stability: “Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the

statement describes you. You should rate the extent to which the pair of traits applies to

you, even if one characteristic applies more strongly than the other. (Both on five-point

“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale, responses averaged across items):

• Calm, emotionally stable

• Anxious, easily upset

Agreeableness: “Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the state-

ment describes you. You should rate the extent to which the pair of traits applies to you,

even if one characteristic applies more strongly than the other. (Both on five-point “strongly

disagree” to “strongly agree” scale, responses averaged across items):

• Critical, quarrelsome

• Sympathetic, warm

Donald Trump thermometer: “We’d like to get your feelings toward some of the political

institutions and figures in our country. Below we list the names of several political figures

and parties, and we’d like you to rate them using something called the feeling thermometer.

Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward

the party or person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don’t feel

favorable toward the person or party and that you don’t care too much for that person or

party. You would rate the person or party at the 50 degree mark if you don’t feel particularly

warm or cold toward the person or party.” 0-100.

Partisanship (standard seven-point branching measure)
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1. Strong Democrat

2. Democrat

3. Lean Democrat

4. Independent

5. Lean Republican

6. Republican

7. Strong Republican

Ideological self-identification: “We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and con-

servatives. When it comes to politics, how do you think about yourself?”

1. Extremely liberal

2. Liberal

3. Slightly liberal

4. Moderate, middle of the road

5. Slightly conservative

6. Conservative

7. Extremely conservative

Entitlement: all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (responses

averaged across items, α = 0.85):

1. I honestly feel I’m just more deserving than others

2. Great things should come to me
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3. I demand the best because I’m worth it

4. Things should go my way

Interest in politics: “How interested would you say you are in politics?”

1. Not much interested

2. Somewhat interested

3. Very interested

Religiosity: “Do you go to religious services every week, almost every week, once or twice

a month, a few times a year, or never?”

1. Never

2. A few times a year

3. Once or twice a month

4. Almost every week

5. Every week

Education

1. Did not graduate high school

2. High school diploma or equivalent (GED)

3. Some college but no degree

4. Bachelor’s degree (BA, BS)

5. Graduate degree (MA, MS, MD, PhD)

Female
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0. Male

1. Female

Black

0. Not black

1. Black

Hispanic

0. Not hispanic

1. Hispanic

Residence in South

0. Not South

1. South
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2 Variable Details, 2020 Lucid Data

Systemic victimhood, all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (re-

sponses averaged across items, α = 0.81):

• The system works against people like me

• I feel that the world is “doing it” to me and that there is nothing I can do about it

• The world is out to get me

• The system is rigged to benefit a select few

Egocentric victimhood, all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale

(responses averaged across items, α = 0.85):

• I rarely get what I deserve in life

• Great things never come to me

• I usually have to settle for less

• I never seem to get an extra break

Trait narcissism: all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (responses

averaged across items, α = 0.80):

1. I deserve to be seen as a great personality

2. Being a very special person gives me a lot of strength

3. I manage to be the center of attention with my outstanding contributions

4. Most people are somehow losers

5. I want my rivals to fail
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6. I react annoyed if another person steals the show from me

Collective narcissism: all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (re-

sponses averaged across items, α = 0.87):

1. I wish other groups would more quickly recognize the authority of my group

2. My group deserves special treatment

3. I will never be satisfied until my group gets all it deserves

4. I insist upon my group getting the respect that is due to it

5. If my group had a major say in the world, the world would be a much better place

6. I do not get upset when people do not notice achievements of my group (reversed)

7. Not many people seem to fully understand the importance of my group

8. The true worth of my group is often misunderstood

State narcissism: all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (responses

averaged across items, α = 0.84):

1. Right now, I feel I deserve more than other people do

2. Right now, I feel like I would make a good leader

3. Right now, I feel I am more capable than other people

4. Right now, I feel I should be given more attention than other people

5. Right now, I feel I am an exceptional person

6. Right now, I feel I can read people like a book

7. Right now, I feel like looking at my body
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General system justification: all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”

scale (responses averaged across items, α = 0.85):

1. In general, the United States is just and fair

2. In general, American society operates as it should

3. The United States needs to be restructured (reversed)

4. America is the best country in the world

5. America serves the greatest good for its citizens

6. Everyone in America has a fair shot at wealth and happiness

7. America is getting worse every year (reversed)

8. America is set up so that people usually get what they deserve

Relative depravation: “Over the last 5 years, would you say that people like yourself in

the U.S. have been economically:”

1. A lot better off

2. Better off

3. The same

4. Worse off

5. A lot worse off

Relative group depravation: “Would you say that over the last 5 years people like yourself

living in the U.S. have been better off economically than most immigrants living here?”

1. A lot better off than immigrants living here
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2. Better off than immigrants living here

3. The same as immigrants living here

4. Worse off than immigrants living here

5. A lot worse off than immigrants living here

Victimizers: “How often do you feel personally victimized by the following entities?”

(1=never, 2=rarely, 3=sometimes, 4=very frequently)

1. The political system

2. The federal government

3. The Democratic Party

4. The Republican Party

5. The economy

6. The other side

7. Socialists

8. The judicial system

Partisanship (standard seven-point branching measure)

1. Strong Democrat

2. Democrat

3. Lean Democrat

4. Independent

5. Lean Republican
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6. Republican

7. Strong Republican

Ideological self-identification: “We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and con-

servatives. When it comes to politics, how do you think about yourself?”

1. Extremely liberal

2. Liberal

3. Slightly liberal

4. Moderate, middle of the road

5. Slightly conservative

6. Conservative

7. Extremely conservative

Education

1. Did not graduate high school

2. High school diploma or equivalent (GED)

3. Some college but no degree

4. Bachelor’s degree (BA, BS)

5. Graduate degree (MA, MS, MD, PhD)

Female

0. Male

1. Female
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Black

0. Not black

1. Black

Hispanic

0. Not hispanic

1. Hispanic

Residence in South

0. Not South

1. South
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3 Variable Details, 2020 MTurk Data

Systemic victimhood, all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (re-

sponses averaged across items, α = 0.82):

• The system works against people like me

• I feel that the world is “doing it” to me and that there is nothing I can do about it

• The world is out to get me

• The system is rigged to benefit a select few

Egocentric victimhood, all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale

(responses averaged across items, α = 0.92):

• I rarely get what I deserve in life

• Great things never come to me

• I usually have to settle for less

• I never seem to get an extra break

Narcissism: all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (responses aver-

aged across items, α = 0.87):

1. I tend to want others to admire me

2. I tend to want others to pay attention to me

3. I tend to seek prestige or status

4. I tend to expect special favors from others

Entitlement: all on five-point “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” scale (responses

averaged across items, α = 0.85):
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1. I honestly feel I’m just more deserving than others

2. Great things should come to me

3. I demand the best because I’m worth it

4. Things should go my way

Partisanship (standard seven-point branching measure)

1. Strong Democrat

2. Democrat

3. Lean Democrat

4. Independent

5. Lean Republican

6. Republican

7. Strong Republican

Ideological self-identification: “We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and con-

servatives. When it comes to politics, how do you think about yourself?”

1. Extremely liberal

2. Liberal

3. Slightly liberal

4. Moderate, middle of the road

5. Slightly conservative

6. Conservative
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7. Extremely conservative

Education

1. Did not graduate high school

2. High school diploma or equivalent (GED)

3. Some college but no degree

4. Bachelor’s degree (BA, BS)

5. Graduate degree (MA, MS, MD, PhD)

Female

0. Male

1. Female

White

0. Not white

1. White
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4 Sample Characteristics

Table A1: Demographic characteristics from 2019 and 2020 Lucid samples.

2019 2020 Census
Characteristic (range) Mean Mean Estimate

Age (18-86) 43* 41* 38.1
Household income (1-24) 8.41** 8.22** 10

Female (%) 50.95 49.82 50.8
Party ID (1-7) 3.83 4.05 3.70***
Ideology (1-7) 3.04 3.96 3.35***

Race:
White (%) 72.43 71.39 72.4
Black (%) 12.19 13.47 12.6

Hispanic (%) 11.69 12.75 16.3

Region:
Northeast (%) 18.08 21.10 17.2

Midwest (%) 18.98 19.43 20.9
South (%) 37.86 38.38 38.1
West (%) 25.07 21.10 23.8

* Median used.
** $45,000 to $49,999.
*** Value from 2018 ANES Pilot.
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5 Distributions of Individual Victimhood Items

Figure A1: Histograms of responses to individual systemic victimhood items. 2019 Lucid.
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Figure A2: Histograms of responses to individual egocentric victimhood items. 2019
Lucid.
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6 Distributions of Perceived Victimhood Scales

Figure A3: Histograms of systemic and egocentric victimhood scales, and scatterplot of
the relationship between the two (black line is lowess smoother). 2019 Lucid.
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7 Replicated Victimhood CFA Model, 2020 Lucid Data

Table A2: Confirmatory factor analysis of the two-factor structure underlying responses to
the systemic and egocentric victimhood items. 2020 Lucid.

Systemic Egocentric
Factor Factor

Systemic Items

1) The system works against people like me. 0.676
(0.025)

2) The world is “doing it” to me and there’s 0.854
nothing I can do about it. (0.017)

3) The world is out to get me. 0.796
(0.019)

4) The system is rigged to benefit a select few. 0.493
(0.033)

Egocentric Items

1) I rarely get what I deserve in life. 0.843
(0.015)

2) Great things never come to me. 0.759
(0.020)

3) I usually have to settle for less. 0.726
(0.022)

4) I never seem to get an extra break. 0.793
(0.018)

Fit Statistics
χ2 (18 df), p-value 58.26, 0.000
RMSEA 0.059
Prob(RMSEA ≤ 0.05) 0.185
SRMR 0.027
CFI 0.985
TLI 0.976
n 653

Standardized MLE coefficients with standard errors in parentheses. All estimates

statistically significant at the p < 0.001 level w/ respect to a two-tailed test.
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8 Full Correlation Matrix for Table 3

Table A3: Full Pearson product moment correlation matrix associated with Table 3. 2020
Lucid.

Systemic (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

(2) Egocentric 0.648*
(3) State Narcissism 0.291* 0.299*
(4) Trait Narcissism 0.355* 0.373* 0.692*

(5) Collective Narcissism 0.360* 0.372* 0.559* 0.561*
(6) System Justification -0.314* -0.149* 0.146* 0.093* 0.017
(7) Relative Deprivation 0.156* 0.163* -0.194* -0.187* -0.082* -0.501*

(8) Relative Group Deprivation 0.150* 0.203* -0.012 -0.024 0.013 -0.043 0.295*

∗ significant at p < 0.05 level; n ranges from 649-651
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9 Details of Discriminant Validity Analysis

We use the procedure developed by Fornell and Larker (1981) to test for discriminant (or

“divergent”) validity. The basic idea is to compare the average amount of shared variance

across a set of indicators accounted for by a single factor (AVE) to the proportion of variance

shared between two constructs. If two constructs are divergent – i.e., they do not overlap so

much that we should not treat them as distinct – then the AVEs for both constructs involved

in a comparison (say, systemic victimhood and trait narcissism) should be greater than the

squared correlation between those constructs.

We estimate the AVE and squared correlation in the CFA framework. For each of the four

variables in Table A4 we estimate a CFA with the systemic victimhood indicators loading

on a single factor, the egocentric indicators loading on a single factor, and the indicators of

the variable of interest loading on single factor. We then average the squared standardized

factor loadings for each of the three factors – these are the AVEs in Table A4. The squared

correlations are the squared standardized factor covariances. In no case is the squared

correlation between a given variable and either systemic or egocentric victimhood equal to

or larger than the AVEs.

Table A4: Average variance extracted (AVE) for each psychological construct and CFA-
based correlations with both types of victimhood. 2020 Lucid.

Average Variance Extracted Squared Correlation with:

Variable Systemic Egocentric Systemic Egocentric

Trait Narcissism 0.40 0.53 0.59 0.31 0.25
State Narcissism 0.43 0.53 0.59 0.21 0.19

Collective Narcissism 0.48 0.53 0.59 0.25 0.24
System Justification 0.43 0.53 0.59 0.00 0.00
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10 Full Victimizer Model Estimates

Table A5: OLS regressions of perceived victimizers on both types of victimhood and con-
trols. 2020 Lucid.

Political Federal Democratic Republican Other
System Government Party Party Economy Side Socialists Judiciary

Egocentric 0.09 0.138 0.139 0.035 0.459 0.207 0.388 0.337
(0.19) (0.20) (0.21) (0.20) (0.19) (0.22) (0.21) (0.20)

Systemic 1.577 1.481 1.165 1.432 1.42 1.411 1.324 1.57
(0.19) (0.20) (0.21) (0.20) (0.19) (0.22) (0.21) (0.20)

Partisanship -0.233 -0.43 0.946 -1.077 -0.141 -0.09 0.539 -0.021
(0.12) (0.12) (0.13) (0.13) (0.12) (0.14) (0.13) (0.12)

Ideology -0.062 -0.172 0.657 -0.601 -0.353 0.423 1.034 0.014
(0.15) (0.15) (0.16) (0.16) (0.14) (0.17) (0.16) (0.15)

Education -0.008 -0.031 -0.163 0.285 0.006 0.205 -0.125 -0.333
(0.14) (0.14) (0.15) (0.15) (0.13) (0.16) (0.15) (0.14)

Age 0.115 0.233 0.238 0.121 0.048 0.126 0.124 -0.334
(0.16) (0.16) (0.17) (0.17) (0.15) (0.18) (0.17) (0.16)

Female -0.092 -0.078 -0.154 -0.154 0.024 -0.015 -0.058 -0.156
(0.07) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)

Black 0.101 -0.07 0.28 0.014 -0.016 0.153 0.082 0.271
(0.13) (0.14) (0.15) (0.14) (0.13) (0.15) (0.15) (0.14)

Hispanic -0.091 -0.091 0.061 0.005 0.025 -0.109 0.121 0.103
(0.14) (0.14) (0.15) (0.14) (0.13) (0.15) (0.15) (0.14)

South 0.062 0.137 0.017 -0.007 0.117 0.043 0.032 0.133
(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08)

Treated -0.114 -0.112 -0.195 0.027 -0.239 0.008 -0.107 -0.081
(0.07) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)

Constant 2.091 2.117 1.103 2.506 2.078 1.483 0.761 1.834
(0.17) (0.17) (0.18) (0.18) (0.16) (0.19) (0.18) (0.17)

R2 0.219 0.226 0.295 0.382 0.271 0.153 0.292 0.194
n 554 555 554 553 554 552 553 555

OLS coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.
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11 Candidate Support Model Estimates

Table A6: Regressions of 2016 Trump vote choice and feelings toward Trump on systemic
and egocentric victimhood. 2019 Lucid.

Trump Trump
Vote Affect

Systemic Victimhood -1.551∗ -0.111∗

(0.765) (0.050)
Egocentric Victimhood 1.691∗ 0.148∗

(0.685) (0.046)
Party Identification 5.500∗ 0.618∗

(0.523) (0.034)
Ideology 0.613 0.154∗

(0.615) (0.042)
Education -0.086 -0.046

(0.581) (0.041)
Religiosity 1.115∗ 0.107∗

(0.367) (0.025)
Interest in Campaign 0.210 0.139∗

(0.499) (0.034)
Age 0.821 0.010

(0.592) (0.042)
Female -0.301 -0.020

(0.265) (0.019)
Black -0.973∗ -0.062∗

(0.493) (0.031)
Hispanic 0.095 0.006

(0.068) (0.006)
South 0.141 0.015

(0.286) (0.020)

(pseudo-)R2 0.530 0.540
n 614 803

Logit coefficients in column 1, OLS in column 2.
∗ significant at p < 0.05.
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12 Racial Attitude Model Estimates

Table A7: OLS regressions of populist, conspiratorial, and racist orientations on systemic
and egocentric victim identity. 2019 Lucid.

Gov. Aid Build Racial
to Blacks the Wall Anti-PC Resentment

Systemic Victimhood -0.116∗ -0.099 -0.258∗ -0.035∗

(0.045) (0.067) (0.064) (0.013)
Egocentric Victimhood 0.142∗ 0.201∗ 0.124∗ 0.028∗

(0.041) (0.061) (0.058) (0.011)
Party Identification 0.119∗ 0.569∗ 0.116∗ 0.028∗

(0.031) (0.046) (0.043) (0.008)
Ideology 0.205∗ 0.289∗ 0.354∗ 0.079∗

(0.038) (0.057) (0.054) (0.011)
Education -0.006 -0.211∗ -0.108∗ -0.040∗

(0.037) (0.055) (0.052) (0.010)
Church Attendance 0.017 0.064 -0.122∗ 0.002

(0.023) (0.034) (0.032) (0.006)
Interest in Politics 0.005 0.062 -0.061 -0.004

(0.031) (0.046) (0.043) (0.009)
Age 0.013 0.130∗ 0.122∗ 0.020

(0.038) (0.055) (0.053) (0.010)
Female -0.027 -0.001 0.006 -0.003

(0.017) (0.026) (0.024) (0.005)
Black -0.014 0.036 -0.078∗ -0.028∗

(0.028) (0.042) (0.039) (0.008)
Hispanic 0.002 0.002 -0.007 -0.003

(0.005) (0.008) (0.007) (0.001)
South 0.008 -0.001 -0.005 -0.009

(0.018) (0.026) (0.025) (0.005)

R2 0.175 0.430 0.239 0.269
n 803 784 803 801

OLS regression coefficients w/ standard errors in parentheses.
∗ significant at p < 0.05 level w/ respect to a two-tailed test.
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13 Experimental Treatments

I. Self-Induced Treatment

We’re interested in how people react to the political world. In particular, we’d like to hear
about a time that you felt as if you were the victim of someone or something in politics, like a
politician, party, or policy. Describe how you felt as vividly and in as much detail as possible.

Think about the way the issues are talked about, recent court cases, and real world events.
For example, other people said that they’ve fallen victim to statements made in the media,
particular policies, or how politicians discuss people like them. It’s okay if you don’t remem-
ber all the details, just be specific as possible. Take a few minutes to write out your answer.
You will not be able to proceed until you have written something.

II. Elite Cueing Treatment

Trump variant:

Please read the following excerpt from an Associated Press story published in February 2020
(you will not be able to proceed until some time has elapsed):

At a campaign rally in Greensboro, North Carolina, Donald Trump continued to make his
case to the public in anticipation of the 2020 presidential election. He discussed many issues
from immigration to trade and the economy. One common theme of the speech was the
burdens that average Americans have been facing.

He remarked, “You, the middle class and working people, have been the victims of so much.
You never seem to catch a break, and always seem to pay the steepest price. It’s sad, it
really is. And I’m going to keep fighting for you no matter what.”

Biden variant:

Please read the following excerpt from an Associated Press story published in February 2020
(you will not be able to proceed until some time has elapsed):

At a campaign rally in Greensboro, North Carolina, Democratic presidential candidate Joe
Biden continued to make his case to the public in anticipation of the 2020 presidential elec-
tion. He discussed many issues from immigration to trade and the economy. One common
theme of the speech was the burdens that average Americans have been facing.

He remarked, “You, the middle class and working people, have been the victims of so much.
You never seem to catch a break, and always seem to pay the steepest price. It’s sad, it
really is. And I’m going to keep fighting for you no matter what.”
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14 Full Experimental Results

Table A8: Regressions of victimhood onto self-induced treatment, with controls. 2020
MTurk.

Systemic Egocentric

Self-induced Treatment 0.065∗ 0.065∗

(0.029) (0.032)
Partisanship -0.093∗ -0.013

(0.042) (0.047)
Education 0.038 0.021

(0.080) (0.090)
Age -0.157∗ -0.080

(0.057) (0.073)
Income -0.258∗ -0.311∗

(0.055) (0.059)
Female -0.101∗ -0.094∗

(0.027) (0.027)
White -0.019 -0.052

(0.033) (0.037)
Constant 0.661∗ 0.634∗

(0.071) (0.080)

R2 0.167 0.149
n 281 281

Bootstrapped standard errors (500 reps)
∗ significant at p < 0.05 level
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Table A9: Regressions of victimhood onto self-induced treatment, without controls. 2020
MTurk.

Systemic Egocentric

Self-induced Treatment 0.067∗ 0.069∗

(0.034) (0.031)
Constant 0.392∗ 0.364∗

(0.017) (0.017)

R2 0.016 0.015
n 311 311

Bootstrapped standard errors (500 reps)
∗ significant at p < 0.05 level

Table A10: Regressions of victimhood onto elite cue treatment, with controls. 2020 MTurk.

Systemic Egocentric

Elite Message Treatment 0.048∗ 0.088∗

(0.023) (0.027)
Independent Identification 0.129 0.111

(0.068) (0.063)
Education 0.085 0.058

(0.071) (0.097)
Age -0.128∗ -0.060

(0.060) (0.072)
Income -0.251∗ -0.292∗

(0.045) (0.047)
Female -0.084∗ -0.106∗

(0.026) (0.027)
White -0.060 -0.060

(0.033) (0.035)
Constant 0.576∗ 0.583∗

(0.067) (0.090)

R2 0.143 0.149
n 340 340

Bootstrapped standard errors (500 reps)
∗ significant at p < 0.05 level
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Table A11: Regressions of victimhood onto elite cue treatment, without controls. 2020
MTurk.

Systemic Egocentric

Elite Message Treatment 0.020 0.070∗

(0.027) (0.029)
Constant 0.392∗ 0.364∗

(0.020) (0.022)

R2 0.002 0.016
n 379 379

Bootstrapped standard errors (500 reps)
∗ significant at p < 0.05 level
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Table A12: Regressions of entitlement and narcissism on experimental treatments, with
controls. 2020 MTurk.

Self-induced Elite Message
Entitlement Narcissism Entitlement Narcissism

Treatment 0.032 0.043 0.010 0.013
(0.029) (0.028) (0.025) (0.027)

Partisanship 0.058 0.124∗

(0.041) (0.044)
Independent Identification -0.073 -0.076

(0.057) (0.064)
Education 0.082 0.129 0.110 0.105

(0.069) (0.063) (0.083) (0.073)
Age -0.120 -0.330∗ -0.171∗ -0.275∗

(0.060) (0.051) (0.057) (0.050)
Income -0.050 -0.082 -0.122∗ -0.104

(0.055) (0.058) (0.054) (0.054)
Female -0.002 -0.014 -0.015 -0.029

(0.025) (0.023) (0.024) (0.025)
White -0.169∗ -0.090∗ -0.150∗ -0.103∗

(0.033) (0.029) (0.034) (0.030)
Constant 0.561∗ 0.432∗ 0.629∗ 0.526∗

(0.060) (0.061) (0.057) (0.059)

R2 0.124 0.150 0.125 0.121
n 281 281 340 340

∗ significant at p < 0.05 level

Table A13: Characteristics of respondents randomly assigned to either the treatment or
control group. 2020 MTurk.

Self-Induced Elite Message
Characteristic (range) Control Treatment Treatment

Age (18-79) 40.01 38.82 39.07
Household income (1-24) 6.82 6.50 7.05

Female (%) 47.00 57.66 47.03
White (%) 75.00 74.77 75.74

Party ID (1-7) 3.76 3.69 3.67
Ideology (1-7) 3.85 3.61 3.70
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